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Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge is the first film to launch the veteran duo of Ajay Devgn and Paresh Rawal with a rare project. It is also the third Hindi production to feature the duo after Saath Nibhaana Saathiya and Har Dono. This has nothing to do with Atithi, only the name guest is there which is drawing similarity. I wanted to mmake a clean, family comedy
with real emotions. My screenwriter and I had a concept and then we worked on it. Many people thought it is a sequel, but it isnt anywhere related to that film, Dhir told PTI. Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge (transl.Guest, When Will You Leave) is a 2010 Indian Hindi-language comedy film directed by Ashwni Dhir, and produced by Amita Pathak. Loosely based on

the short story Tum Kab Jaoge, Athithi by Sharad Joshi, the film stars Ajay Devgn, Paresh Rawal and Konkona Sen Sharma. It was released on 5 March 2010. The film was a commercial success and earned more than double its budget. It received numerous nominations at Indian award ceremonies. Ajay Devga, who has had relatively slow and
character-less films in the recent past, has done a much better work than many of his contemporaries with Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge. He is much stronger now. His character has depth and we feel for him because he is not too happy with what he is going through. He has given himself a character, which in the past hasn t been very easy for him. His work

has improved with the experience and his roles become tastier than before. Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge is a good-natured film which stays away from heavy subject matter and tragedy. In fact, it does not completely avoid the concept of modern day living, due to which the social commentary is somewhat obvious. But, we get a feeling of how differently
the two characters are getting along in life.
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Malhotra and Manjrekar sued Surti for legal charges of breach of Copyright under Section 14 of the Indian Copyright Act 1957 for making the film, and has sought his legal representatives for all the damages incurred. Watch the film official trailer at https://www.in.ibtimes.com/atithi-tum-kab-jaoge-watch-full-movie-rent-and-own-online-streaming-
service-enjoy-5-720p-movies-4472360 . This is the 15th film collaboration between Malhotra and Manjrekar, and it also marks the debut of film director and screenwriter, Ritesh Batra. Along with the official trailer, the movie also features Ranveer Singh, Kartik Aaryan, Kriti Kharbanda, Tanvi Azmi, and Vinay Pathak, among others. The movie is a

remake of the 2000 Aamir Khan and Nana Patekar starrer, Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge, which was in turn inspired from the eponymous Manoj Kumar and Nitin Mukesh film. The Ritesh Batras, Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge 5 720p movies, has invited controversy owing to the film depicting the corrupt practices of senior civil servants including politicians. The movie
stars Paresh Rawal and Nana Patekar, and features Akshay Kumar and Vidya Balan in prominent roles. Atithi Tum Kab Jaoge Directed by Ashwni Dhir Produced by Amita Pathak Screenplay by Tushar HiranandaniRobin Bhatt Story by Ashwni Dhir Starring Ajay DevgnParesh RawalKonkona Sen Sharma Music by Pritam, Amit mishra (music)Sanjoy

Chowdhury (score) Cinematography by Aseem Bajaj Editor(s) Dharmendra Sharma Distributor Warner Bros. Pictures Wide Frame Pictures Release date(s) March 5, 2010 Running time 115 minutes Language Hindi Budget 150 million Gross revenue 390 million External links Official website IMDb page Source 5ec8ef588b
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